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10 Day Personal Growth Journal Prompts
Welcome to your 10-day journey of discovering yourself a little more!

You may be asking yourself; what is a journal prompt and what is it
good for?
Journal prompts, also known as writing prompts, are journaling ideas
that help to inspire and give you a focus for a clearer direction in your
life on any topic that you’re writing about.

These next 10 days I want to encourage you to be open, take time to
explore and get to know yourself a little better. Grab a notebook just
for your journaling and allow yourself to write and be in the world of
discovery. Don’t put this off, there’s magic in getting started.

Enjoy your time with yourself, have fun, give yourself a pat on the back
for investing in self-care and self- discovery time.
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Day 1 Journal Prompt:
Write a love letter to your body from yourself, then another one
from your body to yourself.
As you write this letter think of all the things your body has done for
you, allow your words to flow on paper. Don’t think too much about
it, just write what comes to mind.

Day 2 Journal Prompt:
Today read through the list below and pick your top 3 perfectionist
tendencies.
Write about them and how they show up in your life, why do you
feel you need them, are they helping or hindering you, and are you
ready to work on letting them go? If so, what positive action can you
put in its place?

Day 3 Journal Prompt:
1) Write the top 10 things that come to your mind that you are
grateful for in your life right now.
2) Write about your biggest failure that turned into your biggest
asset. Do you feel the gratitude?
3) What part of your healing journey (past or current) are you most
grateful for now?

Day 4 Journal Prompt:
Trust the timing of your Life & Love who you are!
1) Write 3 affirmations for yourself. After writing them, say them to
yourself in the mirror at least 5 times today.
-Example: I am exactly where I need to be and I am open to new
possibilities and opportunities.
-I am a strong and powerful creator, I create abundant beauty for my
life.
2) Create an event log to show evidence that you are working on
yourself and that you’re exactly where you need to be right now.
Examples:
-I have been journaling daily, getting new insight on some areas in
my life.
-I agreed to this 10-day challenge, I’ve been consistent and
committed, I took ACTION!
(The reason for step #2 is because as humans we always look for
evidence to support our beliefs. So, as we are working towards
positive affirmations and changes, showing ourselves evidence of
what we are doing to get there will help re-train our brain to believe
in our new positive affirmations and beliefs).

Day 5 Journal Prompt:
1) What are your top 3 Self-Love Languages from the list below?
What can you work on more?
2) Write down 2-3 ways to fill your cup with some self-love today
and this weekend. (From the list below or your own list).

Day 6 Journal Prompt:
1) Write 3-5 “I AM” affirmations...!
2) What are you ready to be confident and courageous in for
2021?! Where in your life are you ready to take a risk and go
for your dreams?

Day 7 Journal Prompt:
Take out a sheet of paper and get ready to write.
First... Write a list of what you may be struggling with letting go in
your life.
Then Here's how to practice letting go with each item on your list:
Start by realizing that you're hardened. ... (notice if you cannot
open yourself to a different viewpoint)
Notice the tension in your body. ... (where are you holding the
anger, disappointment, stress)
Start to relax those tightened muscles. ... (Relax and soften that
area. this is where you begin to release)
Open your awareness beyond yourself. ... (Become aware of the
space around you, the people and objects, the light and sound)
Become aware of openness & possibilities. ... (With your mind
opening, you can start to feel more open to hearing & seeing
things newly)
Open to the beauty that is before you. ... (You’ve made room for
seeing things as they actually are, and appreciating the beauty
of this moment, the beauty of other people, and of yourself.)
Step forward with a not-knowing openness.
(You don’t know the answers, you just hold the questions in your
heart, and move into open possibilities.)
It takes a lot of practice but when we practice like this, we are
shifting from our habitual patterns of self-concern and shutting out
all possibilities, to openness and not-knowing, to unlimited
possibilities and seeing the breath-taking beauty of the world in
front of us.

Day 8 Journal Prompt:
It is an interesting reflection that the only moment we can control is
right now. Right where you're standing, sitting, or walking reading
this, this moment is the only moment that really exists. We've all got
big plans to accomplish XYZ, but often forget that the next thing we
need to do to get there is take the next step in the right direction.
1) Stop Overwhelm
The first step is to singularly identify each of your worries rather
than let them swarm you as a whole. Write every to-do down on
paper (a total brain dump), no matter how big or small.
Then, circle the ones you think are top priority. Of those that are
circled, transfer your TOP 5 ONLY to a different piece of paper.
Then, put those TOP 5 priorities in order, from most important to
least. Complete each task, in order, with relentless focus. Only when
you complete those TOP 5 priorities can you go back to your original
long list and choose five new to-do items. Repeat from the top.
2) Stop Stress
The first step is to get out of your head and into your body. The
fastest way is to change the physical state of your body to shock the
system. Try going for a walk, run, or complete a workout. Take a 30second freezing cold shower (this is a guarantee to wake you up).
Block 20 minutes on your calendar and take a nap (close your
computer, shut down the iPhone, close the iPad, turn off the Apple
Watch, turn off the TV, and turn off the lights).
3) Stop Procrastination
Ask yourself, "What is the smallest action I could take right now to
get started?" This is often why you hear, "Make your bed" as advice
for the first action of the day; it's a win. This small step advice can be

used towards any vertical on your to-do list, from personal wants
and wishes to your professional life to your relationships to your
health goals. What is the first action that will domino the rest?

Day 9 Journal Prompt:
For today: listen & move from your inner wisdom!
Be consciously aware of your choices and where they come from...
(your have to’s vs your soul choices), of course we all have things we
must do but pay attention to your most inner yearnings and at the
end of the day write down what actions and things you did from
listening to your inner wisdom (your gut, your soul).
Start being present moment to moment of your freedom of choice in
all you do, react and speak.

Day 10 Journal Prompt:
1) Review the past 9 days of your journaling. What were your top
three journal prompts that really spoke to you?
2) How will you incorporate these into your daily life?
3) What small actions can you take to make these feasible for
your life to create new healthy habits?
4) What situations or circumstances do you need to practice nonattachment?
5) Practice saying the 4 Hoʻoponopono statements below... it is a
Hawaiian practice of reconciliation and forgiveness for
yourself and for others.
Be gentle with yourself, love yourself more, make more time to take
care of you, invest in yourself however that may look.

I hope you have enjoyed this 10 Day journey and have
learned more about yourself in the process.
For more of my programs please email me at
Bootogalifestyle@gmail.com
Please check out my Online Wellness Academy that
provides you with 24/7 access to a huge variety of my
workout videos, meditations, healthy recipes and
nutrition tips. Stay accountable and connected by
staying fit in your mind, body and soul.
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For more health and wellness tips, please check out my
E-book on Amazon, The Wellness Remodel, Tips, Tricks
and Strategies to Reboot your Life and my other BestSelling Books.
https://www.amazon.com/JeanetteOrtega/e/B072PQW154?ref_=dbs_p_ebk_r00_abau_00
0000

